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Section 1. Comparing ROLE with Other Datasets
Table A1 compares ROLE with other recent datasets on rebel organizations. Among these,
Prorok (2016) and Doctor (2020) both focus on particular aspects of individual rebel leaders’
backgrounds, namely rebel leaders’ war culpability (Prorok 2016) and their military and political
experiences (Doctor 2020). In comparison, ROLE codes a much richer set of biographical
information on rebel leaders, including birth and childhood details, family background, schooling
information, adult personal and professional experiences, international experiences, language
ability, mode of death, and more.
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Table A1: Comparing ROLE with Recent Datasets on Rebel Groups and Rebel Leaders1
Original Dataset
Tiernay (2015)
Prorok (2016)

Rebel Leader
Ascension Dataset
(Cunningham &
Sawyer 2019)
Lutmar & Terris
(2019)
Foundations of Rebel
Group Emergence
(FORGE) (Braithwaite
& Cunningham 2020)
Rebel Leaders in Civil
War Dataset (RLCW)
(Doctor 2020)
ROLE (Authors)

Content (about
rebel groups)
Rebel leaders
and leadership
change
Rebel leaders’
war culpability

Temporal
coverage
1989-2003

Unit of
analysis
Leader

Sample

1980-2011

Leader;
dyad

521 rebel
leaders

Rebel leaders
and leader
ascension
method
Rebel group
leadership
change
Origins of rebel
groups

1989-2011

Dyad-year

1946-2010

Rebel
groupmonth
Rebel
group;
dyad-year

284 rebel
groups

Regan (2002)

428 rebel
groups

Rebel leaders’
prior military
and political
experiences

1989-2014

Leader;
leader-year

206 rebel
leaders

Rebel leader
biographies and
attributes (from
birth to death)

1980-2011

Leader;
leader-year

488 rebel
leaders

NSA Dataset
(Cunningham,
Gleditsch &
Salehyan 2013)
UCDP One-Sided
Violence Dataset
(Allansson,
Melander &
Themmer 2017)
NSA Dataset via
Prorok’s (2016)
rebel leader list

1946-2011

197 rebel
leaders

List of civil
conflicts from:
Cunningham,
Gleditsch &
Salehyan (2009)
NSA Dataset
(Cunningham,
Gleditsch &
Salehyan 2013)
UCDP Armed
Conflict Database

Section 2. Origins of ROLE Rebel Leader Sample
As explained in the main text, our sample of rebel leaders originates from a study conducted
by Prorok (2016). As part of her research on the effects of responsibility for war initiation among
state and rebel leaders, Prorok identified the top leaders of all rebel organizations in the Non-State
Actors in Armed Conflict Dataset (NSA) (Cunningham, Gleditsch, and Salehyan 2013). Building
on Prorok’s list of leaders ensured that our database was fully compatible with the NSA dataset on

1

Some of these data sources also contain information on state leaders. The table focuses on the portions of each one
containing information on rebel groups and/or rebel leaders.
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rebel organizations and the wider UCDP/PRIO family of conflict databases (Gleditsch et al. 2002)
so that researchers can easily combine ROLE with a wide array of conflict data.
As is clear from Table A1 above, however, the number of cases in ROLE (488) is slightly
different from the number in Prorok (521). Here, we outline how we arrived at our final number
so that readers fully understand our sample. Excluding state leaders, the original Prorok database
had 543 cases of rebel leadership, but 22 were not used in her study because the leaders were
unidentified (leaving her with 521). We then added nine cases to that number, with the additions
coming from two sources. First, we split up the power-sharing cases in her data (in which multiple
leaders were combined into a single entry) so that we could collect individual leader-level data on
them. There were five such cases, including one with three leaders.2 Similarly, we split up a pair
of twins who jointly led a movement into individual cases, adding another observation.3 Overall,
this added seven cases to the list. Second, we added two other cases that appear to have been absent
from Prorok’s dataset.4 In sum, these changes added nine observations, yielding a total of 530.
Yet, while Prorok’s dataset is primarily designed to cover the period 1980-2011, it also includes a
number of rebel leadership cases that end well before 1980. These cases were likely included for
reasons specific to her empirical analysis, but we drop them from ROLE because they are a small
and unrepresentative set of pre-1980 (or 1945-1980) leaders. After dropping these 42 observations,
we arrive at our final count of 488 cases of rebel leadership between 1980 and 2011 included in
the ROLE database.

2
Specifically, these cases were: (1) Ekow Dennis and Edward Adjei-Ampofo, (2) Merid Negusie and Amsha Desta,
(3) Jorge Soto, Rodrigo Asturias, and Rolando Moran, (4) Isak Chisi Swu and Thuingaleng Muivah, and (5) Radulan
Sahiron and Yasser Igasan.
3
These were the young twins Johnny and Luther Htoo, who jointly led the God’s Army in Myanmar.
4
These were: (1) Luis Augusto Turcias Lima, and (2) Abu Umar al-Baghdadi.
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Section 3. Control Variables
We provide more detailed information on the variation and origins of the control variables
included in the main results here. In particular, Table A2 shows the type and range of all of the
organizational and contextual control variables used in the base models as well as the data sources
from which they were drawn.

Table A2: Supporting Information on Organizational and Contextual Control Variables
Variable

Type of Variable

Observed Range

Original Source

Rebel strength

Ordinal variable

0–3

NSA Dataset (Cunningham, Gleditsch, &
Salehyan 2013)

Rebel centralization

Ordinal variable

0–2

NSA Dataset (Cunningham, Gleditsch, &
Salehyan 2013)

Foreign support

Dummy variable

0–1

Dangerous Dyads (San-Akca 2016)

Natural resource use

Dummy variable

0–1

Rustad & Binningsbo (2012)

Real GDP per capita

Continuous variable

132.82–43499.89

Gleditsch (2002)

Polity score

Continuous variable

-6–7

Vreeland (2008)

Incompatibility/

Dummy variable

0–1

UCDP/PRIO Armed Conflict Dataset

territorial dispute
Conflict duration

(Petterson & Oberg 2020)
Count variable (years)

0–45

Prorok (2016) (for campaign start dates)

Section 4. Incomplete Data
As noted in the manuscript, we were able to gather complete or near-complete information
on around 77% of the cases, with varying levels of information on the others. We also noted that
incomplete data clustered in certain types of states, which were largely poorer and less democratic
than their peers. To probe this formally, we constructed a binary indicator COMPLETE which takes
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a value of 1 if roughly 2/3 of the variables on the leader are coded, and 0 otherwise.5 We predict
this variable using logistic regression models, with a number of key contextual variables included.
At the country level, we include the country’s GDP, Polity score, and Composite Index of National
Capabilities (CINC) score (a common measure of state strength in IR).6 At the conflict level, we
include the conflict’s intensity, duration, and incompatibility type (territorial or not). We also add
dummy variables for each region of the world as independent variables.

Table A3: Predictors of Incomplete Rebel Leader Data
Incomplete Data
-0.00*
(0.00)
Polity score
-0.12**
(0.04)
CINC score
0.67***
(0.19)
Territorial dispute
0.32
(0.36)
Conflict duration
-0.13***
(0.04)
Conflict intensity
-2.10***
(0.48)
Africa
0.02
(0.56)
Asia
-0.77
(0.75)
Middle East
-0.65
(0.56)
Constant
1.48**
1.73*
(0.55)
(0.69)
Observations
1,776
1,691
Results from logit regression models. Robust country-clustered standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.001, ** p<0.01, * p<0.05, + p<0.1
GDP per capita

Incomplete Data
-0.00*
(0.00)
-0.10**
(0.04)
0.49***
(0.14)
0.04
(0.38)
-0.13***
(0.03)
-2.16***
(0.50)

Table A3 presents the results from this analysis. Poverty, autocracy, CINC score, conflict
intensity, and conflict duration all significantly predict incompleteness. In particular, incomplete

5
On the approximately three dozen core variables in the dataset, the average number of missing data points is two for
the complete or near-complete cases, and 25 for the incomplete ones.
6
In particular, CINC scores measure state strength by combining information on six different components: population,
urban population, iron and steel production, energy consumption, military expenditure, and military personnel. These
data are compiled and published as part of the Correlates of War project.
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data are more likely in poorer, stronger, and less democratic countries as well as shorter and less
intense conflicts. None of the three region dummies are significant, though the Europe dummy had
to be dropped since there were no missing observations there. This suggests that there may be more
or better information on the European cases than on cases from the Global South (though there are
few European cases to start with).
While we cannot include missing leaders in our models, we can account for the amount of
available information on leaders more broadly (among missing and non-missing observations) as
a useful proxy. Indeed, “information availability” can be conceptualized as a continuous variable
that varies among both missing and non-missing cases, and is a potential unmeasured confounder
in the analysis. Specifically, if leaders with more information on them are more likely to have their
experiences (e.g., combat or education) recorded, and there is more information available in cases
with more terrorism (since it attracts media and scholarly attention), then information availability
could be an unmeasured confounder lurking behind our results.
We address this issue in two ways. First, we replicate the base models with all five of the
significant predictors of missingness identified above: GDP per capita, Polity score, CINC score,
conflict intensity, and conflict duration.7 The addition of these factors helps ensure that our results
are robust to predictors of low information availability on rebel leadership. Second, we add a more
direct measure of information availability to the analysis: GSCHOLAR, which measures the number
of search hits each leader’s name receives on Google Scholar. While imperfect, this is an indicator
of scholarly attention to the individuals in the sample and thus proxies for their prominence in the
historical record. If information availability is a strong confounder behind our results, we should
see our results meaningfully change when this measure is included (since it could be systematically

7

GDP per capita, Polity score, and duration were already in our base models, so this simply required the addition of
CINC score and conflict intensity.
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related to “higher” values on both leader attributes and terrorism, creating an apparent but spurious
relationship). However, Table A4 shows that our core results are unchanged, speaking against the
idea that information availability or scarcity is driving our results.

Table A4: Replication with Measure of Information Availability

Leader Attributes
Education
Combat experience
Age
Military experience
Organizational Features
Rebel strength
Rebel centralization
Foreign support
Natural resource use
Contextual Factors
GDP per capita
Polity score
Territorial dispute
Conflict duration
Information Availability
CINC score
Conflict intensity

Terrorist Fatalities

Terrorist Attacks

Terrorist Fatalities

Terrorist Attacks

-0.62***
(0.12)
-1.91***
(0.41)
-0.02
(0.01)
0.75
(0.48)

-0.53***
(0.11)
-1.51***
(0.35)
-0.03*
(0.01)
0.47
(0.43)

-0.58***
(0.14)
-2.04***
(0.39)
-0.02
(0.02)
0.92*
(0.36)

-0.47***
(0.13)
-1.55***
(0.39)
-0.03*
(0.01)
0.64+
(0.37)

-0.02
(0.24)
-0.16
(0.26)
-0.84*
(0.37)
0.52
(0.44)

-0.03
(0.23)
-0.14
(0.25)
-0.61+
(0.35)
0.62
(0.44)

0.15
(0.31)
0.27
(0.25)
-0.52
(0.44)
0.67
(0.48)

0.18
(0.32)
0.34
(0.27)
-0.28
(0.44)
0.68
(0.46)

0.00
(0.00)
0.21***
(0.05)
0.96*
(0.40)
0.01
(0.03)

0.00
(0.00)
0.21***
(0.05)
0.88*
(0.38)
0.01
(0.03)

0.00*
(0.00)
0.18***
(0.05)
1.57**
(0.48)
-0.00
(0.03)

0.00
(0.00)
0.19***
(0.05)
1.43**
(0.44)
0.01
(0.03)

-0.23
(0.19)
1.64***
(0.24)

-0.28
(0.18)
1.65***
(0.24)

Google Scholar hits

-0.00*
-0.00
(0.00)
(0.00)
Constant
3.99***
3.87***
5.40***
5.10***
(1.21)
(1.19)
(1.25)
(1.25)
Observations
971
971
1,004
1,004
Results from negative binomial regression models. Robust country-clustered standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.001, ** p<0.01, * p<0.05, + p<0.1
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Section 5. Model Specification
Table A5: Replication with Additional Covariates
Leader Attributes
Age
Education
Military experience
Combat experience
Organizational Features
Rebel strength
Rebel centralization
Foreign support
Natural resource use
Contextual Factors
Real GDP per capita
Polity score
Territorial dispute
Conflict duration

Terrorist Fatalities

Terrorist Attacks

-0.03
(0.02)
-0.51**
(0.16)
1.22*
(0.52)
-2.16***
(0.41)

-0.04*
(0.02)
-0.39*
(0.15)
0.97+
(0.53)
-1.70***
(0.33)

0.58+
(0.35)
0.27
(0.29)
-0.36
(0.42)
0.53
(0.67)

0.56
(0.35)
0.36
(0.25)
-0.05
(0.40)
0.58
(0.57)

0.00
(0.00)
0.19***
(0.04)
1.45***
(0.41)
0.01
(0.03)

-0.00
(0.00)
0.20***
(0.04)
1.37***
(0.39)
0.02
(0.03)

Additional Covariates
Territorial control

-0.47
-0.53
(0.58)
(0.57)
Diaspora support
0.63
0.43
(0.40)
(0.36)
Theocratic ideology
0.58
0.55
(1.19)
(1.08)
Previously active
0.67
0.87
(0.69)
(0.58)
Africa
-0.75
-0.54
(0.69)
(0.62)
Constant
4.30**
4.22**
(1.57)
(1.44)
Observations
958
958
Results from negative binomial regression models. Robust country-clustered standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.001, ** p<0.01, * p<0.05, + p<0.1
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We also conduct some model specification checks to ensure the robustness of our findings.
While the base models include a wide range of covariates culled from existing studies of rebel use
of terrorism, we add several others to account for additional factors. These include: a measure of
rebel territorial control, which can impact incentives for indiscriminate violence (Kalyvas 2006),
the existence of a sympathetic diaspora, which is linked to more hardline militant tactics (Piazza
2018), a measure of theocratic group ideology, which is linked in some research to commitment
to violence (Toft and Zhukov 2015), a measure of whether a conflict has been previously active,
given the strong effects of conflict on national development (Gates et al. 2012) which could shape
opportunities for would-be rebel leaders to gain experiences like education, and a dummy variable
for cases in Africa given the prevalence of more conventional civil wars there (Fortna 2015).
Table A5 presents the results with these additions to the primary model. As is apparent, the
central conclusions are broadly similar to the main text. In particular, rebel leader education and
combat experience are still associated with significantly less terrorism in both models. Meanwhile,
age is associated with significantly less terrorism in one of two models, and military experience is
associated with significantly more (although in the second model this effect is only significant at
the 10% level). As for the organizational and contextual covariates, the results mirror those in the
text, with democracy and territorial conflicts linked to more terrorism.8 Overall, the results are thus
quite similar to those in the main text and speak to the robust impact of rebel leader attributes on
rebel organizations’ use of terrorism.

8

We do find in Table A4 that GDP per capita and foreign support have significant effects at the 5% level in one of
the four models each. However, our view is that this should not be overinterpreted as the bulk of the evidence does
not show significant effects for these variables.
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Section 6. Inter-Coder Reliability (ICR) Tests
To address potential concerns about data quality and reliability, we conducted inter-coder
reliability checks on ROLE. Inter-coder, or inter-rater, reliability refers to the degree of sameness
in specific data entries coded by more than one individual.9 As Gwet (2014, 6) notes: “inter-rater
reliability is concerned about the reproducibility of measurements by different raters….” Data
often suffer from multiple-coder bias, where various researchers code the same variable differently
for different or the same observations. Salehyan (2015, 107-108) notes:
Whenever possible, researchers should also check the validity of the coding
procedure by computing intercoder reliability statistics [e.g. Cohen’s Kappa]…
rarely do research projects report such statistics. Often it is unfeasible to doublecode all data points and variables of interest. Yet researchers can randomly sample
a percentage of cases for double-coding in order to refine and improve the coding
procedure as well as aid in the training of researchers.
The simplest way to measure agreement between coders is to calculate the percentage of
agreed-upon data entries between them (Osgood 1959). Nevertheless, methodologists early on in
the development of inter-coder reliability (ICR) studies realized that merely calculating percent
agreement ignores the possibility that multiple coders may agree on something by chance or by a
“deterministic rating procedure” (Gwet 2014, 29). A simple percentage of agreement could capture
not only the reliability of multiple coders but also their agreement on chance, as well as their forced
agreement through a heavy-handed codebook.
Indeed, before the full-fledged development of inter-rater reliability studies, scientists
understood the necessity of controlling for chance agreement (Benini 1901). Various subsequent
efforts independently converged around formulas such as:

9

The esoteric distinction between “rater” and “coder” derives from “coders” using codebooks to aid them in the rating
of a data entry (Scott 1955). Some fields refer to “judges” instead (Kassarjian 1977).
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1
𝑝! − 𝑞
1
1−𝑞
where pa is the percent agreement and q the number of nominal categories in the rating
scale (Gwet 2014, 30). Still, various agreement coefficients emerged with Cohen’s (1960) Kappa
becoming the standard. To fully account for “chance,” Cohen (1960) estimates “the expected
percent chance agreement,” as denoted by pe.10 Cohen puts forth his Kappa Coefficient as follows:
𝜅=

𝑃𝑎 − 𝑃𝑒
1 − 𝑃𝑒

In an effort to generalize the Kappa Coefficient, Fleiss (1971) adapts the measure for
multiple coders—defining the percent change agreement that any pair of coders could provide the
same classification. Fleiss does not however account for missingness in one or more coders’ values
for a given subject. Gwet (2008) devises AC1 to overcome some mathematical limitations of the
Kappa Coefficient.11 We present Fleiss’s Kappa, Gwet’s AC1, and other relevant metrics
(including straightforward percent agreement) in checks conducted on ROLE.
To build ROLE, we completed the initial multi-year data collection process by personally
coding observations as well as delegating portions of the coding process to 16 research assistants
from five different universities. As a follow up, we adopted Salehyan’s (2015) procedural advice
and randomly sampled 40 leaders (about 8% of our data) and hired two research assistants to each
independently re-collect data on all of the variables for them. We then calculated ICR statistics for
assessing the degree of agreement between the coding sets.

10

While correcting for the potential for chance agreement, Cohen’s Kappa (1960) assumes independence of coders—
limiting the measure’s utility in some applications. Scott’s Pi (1955) is a similar to Cohen’s Kappa but is more suitable
for studying the frequency of use of categories by different coders. Krippendorff’s Alpha (1980) is nearly identical to
Scott’s Pi.
11
In particular, there are a number of instances where Cohen’s Kappa yields paradoxically low coefficients (Cicchetti
and Feinstein 1990).
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Table A6 below shows the results of the ICR exercise. The table shows the median number
of coders for each ROLE variable recoded, the average number of coders, the percent agreement
between the coders, and the three leading ICR measures: Krippendorff’s Alpha, Fleiss’ Kappa
Coefficient, and Gwet’s AC1. A standard benchmark for assessing ICR measures are as follows:
0.8000-1.000 indicates an excellent degree of agreement between coders; 0.6000-0.7999 signifies
substantial agreement; 0.4000-0.5999 reflects moderate agreement; 0.2000-0.3999 suggests some
agreement; and 0.000-0.1999 indicates a poor degree of agreement (Landis and Koch 1977).
ROLE’s coding rules generate a high degree of reliability in the data collected.

Table A6: ICR Results
ROLE Variable

Western Educated
Military Experience
Combat Experience
Married
Study Abroad
Military Abroad

n

Average #
of Coders

Percent
Agreement

Krippendorff’s
Alpha

Fleiss’
Kappa

Gwet’s
AC1

30
32
32
32
32
32

1.83
1.81
1.59
1.66
1.78
1.75

0.8800
0.8846
0.8421
1.0000
0.8800
0.9167

0.7200
0.7650
0.6783
n/a
0.7633
0.8025

0.6800
0.7494
0.6737
1.0000
0.7479
0.7562

0.8080
0.7861
0.6917
1.0000
0.7710
0.8734

Section 7. Checking for Multicollinearity
Finally, we also conduct Variance Inflation Factor (VIF) test to check for multicollinearity
between our main explanatory variables for the full models in Table A2 in the main text. Generally,
VIF values greater than 10 signify a problematic level of redundancy between variables, though
some analysts use a stricter standard such as values over 5 indicating concern. By either standard,
the check reveals no multicollinearity between variables in our model.
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Table A7: Multicollinearity Test
VIF

1/VIF

Leader Attributes
Age

1.23

0.811

Education

1.25

0.803

Military experience

1.23

0.815

Combat experience

1.32

0.758

Organizational Features
Rebel strength

1.14

0.878

Rebel centralization

1.06

0.940

Foreign support

1.07

0.934

Natural resource use

1.33

0.753

Contextual Factors
GDP per capita

1.53

0.654

Polity score

1.47

0.682

Incompatibility

1.35

0.741

Conflict duration

1.27

0.787

Mean VIF

1.27
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Section 8. ROLE Codebook

Coding Notes:

Active Leaders:
•

For individuals who were still leaders of their organizations at the end of 2018, the “as-leader”
variables are coded as of December 31, 2018.

Binary Variables:
•

Code binary variables as either 0 or 1 based on the following criteria:
1. There is evidence in sources that the individual did – or did not – have the relevant attribute
or experience; OR
2. It can be credibly inferred that the individual did – or did not – have the relevant attribute
or experience. In this case, the coder must justify the inferential decision in the supplement.

•

Note that this inference can be made in one of two ways: (1) based on context, or (2) based on
a lack of evidence given sufficient evidence on the leader overall. Example of a contextual
inference: coder infers that the leader, who held a bachelor’s degree, speaks English because
his country is a former British colony where most educated individuals speak English. Example
of an inference based on lack of evidence: coder infers that a leader does not have experience
working abroad because all information about his time abroad suggests he only studied abroad
as a student.

•

If none of these criteria are met (that is, there is no evidence in sources and a credible inference
cannot be made), code the variable as missing.
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Variables:
Leader last name (lname)

Leader first name (fname)

Organization name (org)

Country (country): The conflict country against which the leader fought.

Gender (gender)

Year of birth (birthyear)

Year of death (deathyear)

Deceased (dead): Coded as of December 31, 2018.
0: No
1: Yes

Place of birth (city, country) (place)

Age at start of leadership (age)
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Leader entry method (entry): How did the individual come to lead the organization?
1: Founded/co-founded organization
2: Appointed/designated
3: Elected
4: Seized power by force
5: Unclear/unknown

Powersharing (share): Did the leader share power at the top of the organization? Code 1 if there
is no single top leader and power was shared among two or more individuals.
0: No
1: Yes

•

Code 1 sparingly, only after all effort to identify one top leader is exhausted.

Education (educ)
0: Did not finish primary school
1: Finished primary school or equivalent
2: Finished secondary school or equivalent
3: Obtained bachelor’s degree or equivalent
4: Obtained master’s degree or equivalent
5: Obtained doctorate degree
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•

Note that the level of education necessary to earn law, medical, and possibly other
professional degrees varies across nations. Where necessary, coders must conduct
additional research to determine what educational level a particular professional degree
corresponds to and justify the coding decision in the supplement.

Area of study (categorical area of study)
•

Enter area of study for the highest degree achieved. If a leader held a dual degree (e.g.
JD/PhD) or double major as the highest degree achieved, code one of the two degrees (order
doesn’t matter) under area of study 2.

Blank: Did not obtain a degree in higher education.
1: Teaching
2: Law
3: Engineering
4: Medicine
5: Science
6: Agriculture
7: Military
8: Religion
9: Film/Music
10: Economics
11: Business
12: History
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13: Political Science
14: Philosophy
15: Public Affairs
16: Literature
17: Math
18: Vocational Training
19: Other (describe in supplement)
20: Unknown (leader is known to have attained a bachelor’s degree or higher, but area of
study is unknown)

Western education 1 (educusuk)
0: No
1: Yes, if leader obtained a degree (bachelor’s, master’s, doctorate, or equivalent) from a
university in the US or UK.

Western education 2 (educwest)12
0: No
1: Yes, if leader obtained a degree (bachelor’s, master’s, doctorate, or equivalent) from a
university in the US, UK, Austria, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Finland, France,
Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy, the Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, or
Switzerland.

12

The coding for the two “Western education” variables mirrors the coding scheme used in Gift, Thomas and Daniel
Krcmaric, “Who Democratizes? Western-educated Leaders and Regime Transitions,” Journal of Conflict Resolution
61.3 (2017): 671-701.
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•

Honorary degrees do not qualify as university degrees.

•

Military training does not qualify as a university degree; code it under “military training
abroad.”

•

Distance education does not qualify as Western education if the leader lived in a nonWestern country while studying toward the degree.

Ever married? (married)
0: No
1: Yes

Any children? (children)
0: No
1: Yes

Religious identification (religion): The religion with which the leader self-identified.
1: Christianity
2: Islam
3: Hinduism
4: Judaism
5: Buddhism
6: Sikhism
7: Other (describe in supplement)
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8: None (i.e. self-identified as not religious)

Family background (family): Did the leader come from an elite family with political power or
connections?
0: No
1: Yes

Political affiliations (affiliation): Was the leader a member or active participant in prominent
political associations, parties, movements, or intellectual circles prior to becoming organization
leader?
0: No
1: Yes (describe in supplement)

Pre-leader physical health (prephysical):13 Code as “sickly” only if there is very strong evidence
of physical health issues before leading the group.
0: Healthy
1: Sickly

Pre-leader mental health (premental): Code as “sickly” only if there is very strong evidence of
mental health issues before leading the group.
0: Healthy
1: Sickly

13

We borrow the physical and mental health coding scheme from the LEAD Dataset (Horowitz et al. 2015).
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Pre-leader occupation (occupation):14 Code the leader’s primary occupation prior to his/her
becoming rebel organization leader. Where ambiguous, code the vocation the leader held for the
longest period of time prior to rebel leadership.
1: Education (teacher/academic/professor)
2: Journalism
3: Law
4: Engineering
5: Medicine
6: Sciences
7: Agriculture
8: Military
9: Religion
10: Laborer
11: Activist
12: Career politician
13: Writer
14: Film/music
15: Economics
16: Aristocrat/landowner
17: Police
18: Business/entrepreneurship

14

This list is adapted from the occupation variables in the LEAD Dataset.
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19: Other (describe in supplement)

•

Only code a leader as “activist” if s/he was an active member of an activist organization
and had made activist his/her vocation (e.g. exclude ad hoc participation in protests or
student activism).

Experience in a state military prior to assuming leadership? (military)
0: No
1: Yes

•

Must be the military of an internationally-recognized state.

Experience in a nonstate armed group prior to assuming leadership? (nsmilitary)
0: No
1: Yes

•

Code 1 for any experience in a nonstate armed group besides the one s/he leads, including
experience in parent organizations of splinter groups.

Combat experience prior to assuming leadership (combat)
0: No
1: Yes
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•

Code 1 for any combat experience prior to assuming leadership, even experience within
the same organization if the individual had been a combatant and had risen through the
ranks to become leader. Combat experience cannot be assumed from leader’s experience
in a state military or nonstate armed group. Any of the following indicates combat
experience (note details in supplement):

o There is evidence that the leader fought with an army or a group.
o The leader was a rank-and-file member of a rebel, insurgent, or terrorist group in
an active warzone.
o The leader was a rank-and-file soldier deployed to an active warzone.

Held government position prior to assuming leadership of the rebel organization? (govpost)
0: No
1: Yes

•

Must be the government of an internationally recognized state.

•

This variable denotes positions of “political office.” People are typically elected or
appointed to government positions. It therefore excludes public-sector jobs that are not
positions of political office.

•

Include experience in both local and national government.

Lived in exile before becoming leader? (exile)
0: No
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1: Yes

•

Exile is defined as fleeing one’s country of birth or long-term residence.

Studied abroad before becoming leader? (studyab)
0: No
1: Yes

•

Include formal military training at military schools abroad, but not military training outside
of formal school settings (e.g. training under Qaddafi in Libya).

•

Where ambiguous – because the term “abroad” is unclear for leaders who were born in one
country but grew up in another – use the following rule: If the leader attended any level of
schooling for any amount of time in two or more countries, code this as 1. Thus, if a leader
was born in Country 1, then moved to Country 2 at the age of 2 (prior to the start of any
schooling) and eventually attended university in Country 2, s/he will not have studied
abroad.

•

If a leader was born in Soviet Azerbaijan and later studied in Moscow after the fall of the
USSR, this would count as study abroad, since by then Azerbaijan and Russia were
separate entities. However, if a leader was born in Soviet Azerbaijan and went to study in
Moscow prior to the fall of the USSR, it would not count as study abroad. The same
principle would apply to other situations of state breakup or dissolution.
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Study abroad duration (studyabduration): Code the total number of years a leader studied
abroad. Code a 0 if studyab = 0.

Received military training abroad from a foreign military or foreign rebel group before
becoming leader? (milab)
0: No
1: Yes

•

A foreign military is a military that belongs to a country other than that of which the leader
is a national.

Extensive professional work abroad before becoming leader? (workab) (e.g. as ambassador,
businessman, etc.)
0: No
1: Yes

•

“Abroad” is defined as outside one’s country of birth or long-term residence.

Imprisoned before becoming leader? (prison)
0: No
1: Yes

•

Do not count house arrest as imprisonment.
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•

Leader must have been imprisoned for a significant amount of time (over one month) for
this to be coded 1.

Assassination attempt by the state before becoming leader? (assassin)
0: No
1: Yes

Cause of death (deathcause)
1: Disease/natural causes
2: KIA (killed by hostile forces in battle)
3: Assassinated by domestic state forces (the state in which leader was killed)
4: Assassinated by rival nonstate group
5: Executed
6: Fratricide (intentionally killed by own forces)
7: Accident
8: Suicide
9: Homicide
10: Friendly fire (unintentionally killed by own forces)
11: Assassinated by external state forces (a state other than the one in which leader was
killed; cross-border killing)

Notes on language variables
Code a leader as knowing a given language if:
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1) Sources state that the leader knows the language; OR
2) The leader uses the language to communicate proficiently in writing or speech; OR
3) The language is the lingua franca of the leader’s communal identity group (e.g. Sindhi among
Sindhis in Pakistan) and/or country of origin or schooling (e.g. Arabic in Egypt) and there is
otherwise no reason to believe that the leader does not know the language.

Speaks English? (english)
0: No
1: Yes

Speaks four or more languages? (polyglot)
0: No
1: Yes

•

We acknowledge that what counts as a distinct language (as opposed to a dialect) is at times
controversial and politicized. Mutual unintelligibility is often a reasonable starting point
for identifying distinct languages but is not always definitive. In the few ambiguous cases,
the coding for this variable may reflect the research and judgment of the particular coder(s)
and is justified in the case supplement.

Coder (coder): Enter coder name
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